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Across
1. Another term for multilingual
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4. A person’s _____ language is stronger than his or her other language(s)
7. When a person is familiar with two cultures
9. Change written words from one language into another
10. These are vital for promoting exposure in the minority language
12. Certain contexts in which a language is used, such as within a family or at school
13. The type of bilingualism when a child acquires a first language, then later learns a second language
14. A child’s bilingualism can be called _____ when there is roughly equal ability in both languages
16. A strategy for language use in a family: “minority language at _____”
18. The language of a person’s family background
19. Change spoken words from one language into another
24. When a child gains ability in a language without formally “learning” it
26. Not the main language of the country or wider community, generally needing proactive support from
parents or other caregivers
27. The type of bilingualism when a child acquires two languages at the same time, generally from birth
28. The ability to read and write in two languages

Down
1. A strategy for language use in a family: “one _____–one language”
2. Language _____ occurs when one language impacts the learning or performance of another,
positive or negatively
3. The set of letters or characters that make up the written form of a language
5. Another expression for a person’s native language (2 words)
6. The essential factor in raising a bilingual child: language _____
8. Changing from one language to another within the same sentence or conversation (2 words)
11. Ability in two (or more) languages
14. The many positive aspects to bilingualism
15. A key daily routine for nurturing language development (2 words)
17. Ability in one language
20. The main language of the country or wider community
21. The kind of language ability when a child is generally able to understand the target language when
spoken, but is unable or unwilling to use it actively
22. You can never have too many of these in the minority language
23. When a child uses words from two languages in a single sentence
25. Able to speak a language very well

